Basic drug--enterosoluble polymer coevaporates: development of oral controlled release systems.
Precipitation of basic drugs within oral prolonged release systems, at the higher pH values of the intestine, would affect drug release. Coevaporates of a model basic drug verapamil HCl, in single or mixed polymer systems, containing Eudragit L100 (L100) and ethyl cellulose or Eudragit RS100, were prepared from ethanolic solution. XRD and DSC indicated loss of crystallinity of the drug in the coevaporates. The presence of the enterosoluble polymer in the system was found to aid in faster dissolution of the drug at higher pH values. This was affected by the presence and type of retarding polymer present in the system. Compression of the coevaporates resulted in either very slow release of the drug or undesirable changes in the release profile. Pelletization of a coevaporate containing drug and L100 yielded systems, which released the drug uniformly when studied by the buffer change method in simulated gastric (SGF) and intestinal (SIF) fluids. The presence of L100 in intimate contact with the drug was found to be essential for the desirable drug release properties of the system. The drug release occurred predominantly by diffusion in SGF and by a combination of diffusion and polymer dissolution/erosion in SIF. Appropriate choice of release modifiers and formulation variables and development of suitable formulations can yield systems which compensate for the reduced solubility of the drug in the higher pH environments of the intestine.